
Meeting of the flat bike collective
2010/05/12

Present: Zinta, Gab, Ben, Richard, Krzysztof, Finn

First Aid:  Zinta found that there lots of french course, some english, next with red cross, may 29-30, 
anyone wants to do. $125/person for standard, $90/person emergency.

Who do we want to do it? ask the Key Holders + active volunteers. Ask for people who will be here 
through the year (and summer) to come and get trained. Say 5 people for this round. If it goes well, we 
can offer more in the fall. This is for using money by June 1st, but we should get an idea of who else 

would want to do it.

order stuff to buy: There is an order being submitted Thursday (Go Krzysztof!) We will talk later about 
big purchases.

tyre recycling: Eco whachamadoodle will pick up on Thursday between 10 and 12
       Krzysztof and Ben will hang while waiting, now that the tubes and tires are bundled into tens. Ben 

is fascinated with the rubber recycling facilities.

Green Campus: The letter got nitpicked again, and will be sent out on Thursday.

theft: Someone had a bag stolen from the flat (it had been sitting right near the door). This sucks.
How can we make it more difficult to lift people belongings during a busy shift? Sign to remind people, 
repurpose some of the tube cubby holes and the lower half of the black shelves for people to put their 
stuff a bit more out of the way, remind our users and volunteers to be weary, and think about how to 

make the stand hooks useful.

emails: random e-mails are accumulating. Someone visiting town wants to crash with bike coop people 
and check out the different workshops around town as he is a bike coop person. May 18th-May24th. 

No one at the meeting jumped at the chance, but hopefully people at another coop can help.

snail mail: we get mail! The mail box is on the 4rth floor! Notices were waiting there from 2008! The 
mail was mostly old babac catalogue updates.

trailer: Still doing the $50 deposit for unfamiliar borrowers.

Rides: We want more of them!

Volunteer holes in May: filled!

$$$: From previous meetings, we have lists of stuff to purchase, so this Friday we will locate sources 
for purchases and/or buy all that we can online.

By the end of the meeting, Canadians were leading over the Penguins, 4-0, in game 7 of the quarter 
finals, and the crowd was going wild in Gerts.


